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ABSTRACT 

 

Theme: “Gamification of Personnel Training as The Way to Integrate 

Operational and Communicative Levels of Management “ 

Master thesis is performed on 80 pages (format А4, the font type Times 

New Roman, font size 14, interlining 1.5) excluding attachments. 

Number of tables – 24 (excluding attachments). 

Number of pictures – 7(excluding attachments). 

Number of fgraphics – 13(excluding attachments). 

Key words:  Training, Training and Development Methods, Gamificaction, 

Gamification Design, Gamification Model. 

Master Thesis consists in Introduction, three Chapters, Conclusion, 

Bibliography and Appendix.   

In the theoretical part are presented the basic concepts, objectives of 

assessment, its types and forms, stages, criteria and methods. 

In the practical part are analyzed the General characteristics of the 

investigated enterprise and the activities of the personnel management, the analysis 

of the Training methods currently used and the existence of gamification elements. 

Based on these results, it is recommended, a survey application addressed to 

managers, supervisors, heads department,  with a series of items to explore the 

viability of implementing gamification elements within the training methods 

currently used in  The International Retail Company in Russia Region. It was 

proposed, the implementation of an Operational and Communicative Levels 

Management Model through specific Game Elements specifically for The 

International Retail Company in Russia Region 

In conclusion developing strategies through specific Game Elements 

specifically for The International Retail Company in Russia Region. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Today the globalized market and the predominance of a young workforce 

requires that companies not only develop their intellectual capital, but also 

motivate it to engage with the organization to meet the challenges of today and the 

future 

This research investigated the implementation of gamification elements as a 

strategy as the way to optimization of operational personnel and communicative 

levels of Management. 

The research was conducted through an interview with training staff 

members who showed qualitative information and a questionnaire to employees, 

which showed quantitative information, this in order to identify the training 

methods currently used in a Retail company in Yekaterinburg Russia, Their impact 

and identify if they had elements of gamifcación. As a result of the application of 

these instruments, a third instrument was proposed for managers, supervisors, and 

department heads to identify the feasibility of integration of gamification elements. 

A gamification model was proposed, in order to establish a horizontal 

communication between organizational levels, which will lead to the achievement 

of the organizational goal. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Today companies need to include strategies that enable them to meet the 

challenges of a globalized market. Gamification is the use of game mechanics and 

design elements in a non-game application to drive high levels of engagement and 

achieve a targeted business outcome (Mohl, 2014). 

An International Retail Company in Russia Region, currently includes 

gamification as part of its recruitment and selection processes, but does not transfer 

this good practice to other organizational processes. Transferring this practice as a 

strategy in their training programs will enable them to develop a strategic and 

preventive approach to face the challenges of the future. The training methods they 

use cover current needs, but they do not promote participation or commitment to 

retain their talent. 

This company needs to develop this strategic approach to be able to respond 

to the demands of the young workforce, which needs to be motivated and 

committed to generate permanence in the organization. 

Gamification enhances traditional training techniques. Gamified learning is 

particularly strong in helping to improve the retention of learning through 

techniques such as repetition, association, elaboration, and stories. But it’s equally 

as strong in boosting behavior-based learning, where the goal is to shift employee 

attitudes, values, and beliefs (Leaman, 2014). 

The benefits of gamification allow a strategic advantage as it generates an 

attractive environment, motivates, compromises and makes significant the 

knowledge learned through traditional training methods. The implementation of 

gamification elements provide a strategy to the training methods currently used. 

Example of this generate a communication channel that allows members of the 

operational levels and middle managers to achieve the overall organizational goal. 

In order to the Company creates this strategic approach, the following 

question should be answered. What would The Company include in its training 

programs to improve the operational and communicative levels of Management?  
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The object of research  

Optimizing the training of personnel in a company with the purpose 

toimprove the operational and communicative levels of Management. 

The matter of research  

Introducing the gamification techniques in existing corporate educational 

practices as the way to optimize operational and communicative levels of 

personnel management. 

The goal  

To introduce specific gamification techniques in the existing training 

programs in TheCompany, in order to integrate operational and communicative 

levels of Management in the company. 

Aims of the research  

 To identify the training methods currently used in The Company, 

elucidating the preferences and choices of options in realizing the 

educational programs. 

 To evaluate the extent in whichThe Company uses some elements of 

gamification in its educational practices 

 To analyzethe existing gamification strategies that help to ameliorate 

operational and communicative levels of Management. 

 To identify specific gamification techniques, which will be helpful 

especially for The Company. 

Delimitation and limitations 

The research was a study case from 142 employees and 3 members of the 

Training Staff in an International Retail Company in Russia Region,  applied 

during April to May  2017.  

 

The limitations for this research were the language barrier, the number of 

staff given by the organization and the business culture and communication 

misunderstandings. 
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Methods of research  

Three interviews were conducted with members of the training staff; the 

interview consisted of fourteen questions and was applied by staff members of the 

company. 

Interview to specialist in Training 

 

Good Day! 

My name is Beatriz Reyes Antonio. I am a student of the program of International 

Management of Human Resources in the Federal University of the Urals, 

Ekaterinburg. 

Your participation in this survey will help me gather the necessary information for the 

study, which will be used only for research purposes. 

Thank you! 

 

1.     Please, describe the most significant features of employees training in your 

Company.  

2.     How do you determine that the training strategies that you use in your 

organization, benefits more than any other strategie?  

3.     Please, describe how do you determine that this strategies are aligned with the 

organizational needs? 

4.     How would you describe the efficiency of your training programs?  

5.     How do you measure the effectiveness of your training programs? 

6.     What are the methods and indicators you used to measure training strategies? 

7.     What is the impact of your training programs have?  

8.     What tangible benefits has your Company received in exchange for the resources 

invested in training? 

9.     How training program provoke changes in the knowledge, the skills, and the 

attitudes of the personnel? How do you measure it? 

10.  Could you describe please, what teaching methods you use in your training 
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programs ? 

11.  Which resources or tools do you use to carry out and support (ameliorate) your 

training strategies? 

12.  Please, share me which training programs are the most and less effectiveness? 

13.  How do you diversifying the learning opportunities? (Informal learning, new job 

experience, use of technology, interactive and dynamic games) 

14. Have you heard the concept “Gamification”? If so, how would you define it? 

 

The sample for the applied instruments includes 142 employees of the operational 

level. A questionnaire of nine items with pre-designed options was a primary tool; 

later in the analysis, other quantitative categories were generated. That helped to 

minimize the misunderstandings in the communication with respondents who had 

chosen several items. 

The aforementioned instruments were created in order to identify the 

existing training methods in the organization, validate their impact, satisfaction and 

whether elements of accreditation were included in the training programs offered. 
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Survey for The Company Staff 
       
Good Day! 

My name is Beatriz Reyes Antonio. I am a student of the program of International 

Management of Human Resources in the Federal University of the Urals, Ekaterinburg. 

Your participation in this survey will help me gather the necessary information for the study, 

which will be used only for research purposes. 

Thank you! 

       
Subject: Gamification      

Age: 
Less than 
20 

From 20 to 30 
From 31 to 
40 

From 41 
to 50 

From 
51 to 
60 

More 
than 
60 

       

Gender:   Masculine Femenine      

       

Time working in 
the organización: 

    
Less than 
1 year  

From 1 
to 5 
years 

From 
5 to 
10 
years 

Más 
de 
10 
year
s 

       

Last degree of 
studies:  

  Highschool 
Bachelor's 
degree 

Master's 
degree 

Other  

       

Area / 
Department:  

    

  
1.     Which training method are commonly used in your organization, allows you to 

reach your organizational goals? 

a) Interactive electronic portals (e-

learning) 
b) Conferences 

c) Game mechanics 

that motivate me to 

learn more 

d) Workshops 

       
2.     What are the difficults that you find to get used to   the training methods used in 

your organization? 

a) I did not feel 

motivated to 

participate in them 

b)I had a 

hard time 

adapting to 

the teaching 

method 

c) The 

intention of the 

course was not 

clear 

d) Other (write down):  

              
3.     What do you like  in the learning methods used in this company? 

a) The courses are 

dynamic and 

promote 

participation 

b )Promote 

my 

creativity 

and 

challenge 

me to learn 

c)Promote my 

professional 

and personal 

growth 

d)The 

subjects 

taught in 

the courses 

help me to 

make a 

e) Other (write down):  
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more better job 

4.     What do you like and  dislike  in the learning methods used in this company? 

a) The courses 

are not practical 

or promote 

participation 

b) Do not 

promote my 

creativity 

and 

challenge 

myself to 

learn more 

c)Do not 

promote my 

professional 

and personal 

growth 

d) Does not 

attend to the 

knowledge I 

need to make 

a better job 

e) Other (write down):  

              

5.     Which method do you  consider to be better for your learning process?  

a) Interactive 

electronic 

portals (e-

learning) 

b) 

Conferences 

c) Game 

mechanics 

that motivate 

me to learn 

more 

d) 

Workshops 
e) Other (write down):  

              

6.     Besides corporate training what kind of analogous support do you receive from 

your organization? (varios o uno) 

a) Access to 

training portals 

b) Team 

building 

c) Courses 

based on 

challenges 

d) Other (write down):  

              

7.     What kind of training support would you like to receive for your personal and 

professional growth into the company?(solo 1) 

a) Access to 

training portals 

b) Team 

building 

c) Courses 

based on 

challenges 

d) Other (write down):  

              

8.     Do you feel more motivated when participate in the training with game 

complements? 

a) Definetely yes 
b) Mostly 

yes 
c) Mostly no  

d) Definetely 

no 

              

9.     Do you have any other comment related with your training process in this 

organization? 

 Please, write down: 
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1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

According to Raymond (2010) nowadays, companies must be prepared to 

respond to the needs of the globalized market, showing innovative practices that 

allow them to face their competitors. Development and learning activities serve as 

a strategic factor for achieving organizational goals. 

Today there is a training methods diversification that responds to the diverse 

organizational and developmental needs of the collaborators, which promote the 

participation, commitment and retention of the best talent for the achievement of 

organizational goals. That is why, it is convenient to identify the characteristics 

and benefits of each of the different training methods, to choose the method or 

methods that provide the most benefits and that best suited the purposes that the 

organization pursues. 

1.1 TRAINING 

Below are some definitions of the term training, from different approaches 

and points of view of some authors. 

In his book, Employee Training and Development, Raymond maintains that 

the purpose of training is for employees to master the knowledge, skills and 

behaviors emphasized in training programs and apply them to their day-to-day 

activities. This definition emphasizes that employees must master what has been 

acquired in training, but it is not mentioned, the impact that the training must 

generate to make the acquired knowledge more meaningful and that the 

collaborators can transfer it to their work areas. 

For Anyim (2015), the goal of training is to create an impact that will last 

beyond the end time of the training itself. The focus is on creating specific actions 

and commitments that focus people's attention on incorporating their new skills 

and ideas into work.The Anym's training concept mention the impact that training 
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should achieve in the collaborators to generate meaningfully and consequently 

lasting knowledge. In addition, this concept mentions the creation of actions in the 

training that help to attract the attention of collaborators to create commitments 

that guide the application of what is learned in training to their work areas. 

According to Amstrong and Taylor (2014), training is the use of systematic 

and planned instruction activities to promote learning. According to Amstrong and 

Taylor talks about the use of ordered and programmed activities, these can be the 

different training methods that promote the learning that the collaborators need. 

According to Zahn (2001) (Raymond) training currently has a greater 

emphasis on: 

• Provide educational opportunities for all employees. These educational 

opportunities may include training programs, but also include support for 

taking courses offered outside the company. 

• Improvement performance as a continuous process that is directly 

measurable rather than a single training event. 

• Training that is used to help achieve strategic business objectives, which 

help companies gain a competitive advantage. 

As Zahn mentions, training nowadays should provide better opportunities 

for development and learning offered to all members of the organization to 

improve performance, commitment, and motivation, aimed at achieving 

organizational goals. 

Based on the approach of each of the aforementioned authors, the training is 

a series of planned and systematic activities to generate the development and 

learning of employees' knowledge, attitudes, habits, and values. Training should 

promote commitment and motivation so that employees can apply what they learn 

in their work areas, which will lead to the achievement of organizational 

objectives. 

Companies must consider training as a way to create intellectual capital 

(Quinn 1996 in Raymond 2010) that will generate a competitive advantage. 

Intellectual capital includes basic skills (skills needed to perform their job), 
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advanced skills (such as using technology to share information with other 

employees). If organizations invest and bet on intellectual capital they will gain an 

advantage over their competitors since the development of this capital will allow 

them to achieve their goals. 

In order to promote the development of intellectual capital in organizations, 

it is necessary to rely on the training method or methods that best fit the 

organizational and individual objectives of the collaborators.From the standpoint 

of Sessa and Condan (2006) (Raymond), high -level training practices help create 

working conditions that encourage lifelong learning. Continuous learning requires 

that employees understand the entire work system, including the relationships 

between their jobs, their work units and the company. 

1.2 DESIGNING EFFECTIVE TRAINING 

According to Raymond (2010), the training design process refers to a 

systematic approach to the development of training programs. Figure 1 below 

shows the seven steps of this process.  

Step one is to perform a needs assessment to determine the training needs. 

The second step is to verify employees motivation and the basic skills necessary 

they have to master the content of the training. Step three is to create a learning 

environment that has the characteristics necessary for learning to occur, and 

training is effective and oriented towards the achievement of the organizational 

goal. Step four is to ensure that collaborators apply the training content to their 

assignments. This step involves the learner understanding how to manage skill 

improvement as well as gaining support from co-workers and managers.  

Step five is to develop an evaluation plan. The development of an evaluation 

plan includes the identification of outcomes types, that are expected to influence 

training (eg, learning, behavior, skills), the choice of an evaluation design to 

determine the training influence in the results, and planning how to demonstrate 

how training affects the "bottom line" (ie using a cost-benefit analysis to determine 

the monetary benefits resulting from the training). Step six is to choose the training 
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method based on the learning objectives and the learning environment. This step 

may include a traditional training method of face-to-face interaction with a trainer 

or new training methods. Step Seven is to evaluate the program and make changes 

to it or review any of the previous steps in the process to improve the program so 

that learning, behavior, change and other learning objectives are achieved. 

 

Figure 1 Training Design Process  

 

The use of training models helps demonstrate the scope of training and 

development programs, helps to validate if they are aligned with business strategy, 

and especially verify that they are designed to contribute to the achievement of 

business results. 

According to Snelbecker (1993) (Raymond), all models share the following 

assumptions: 

• Training design is effective only if it helps employees achieve training and 

/ or training goals and objectives. 

• Measurable learning objectives must be identified before the training 

program begins. 

• Evaluation plays an important role in planning and choosing a training 

method, monitoring the training program and suggesting changes in the 

training design process. 
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The training design process should be systematic and flexible enough to 

accommodate business needs and individual collaborators needs. 

1.3 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT METHODS 

Here arelisted different training methods that can be used to meet the 

learning needs of employees, and thus achieve the achievement of organizational 

goals. 

Raymond mentions in his book Training and Employee Development, the 

following methods: Traditional Methods of Training, these introduce to 

presentation methods, practical and group, which include work training, 

simulations and games, conferences and various methods Group building such as 

action learning and teamwork. 

New training methods include e-learning and the use of technology used for 

training and development. E-learning or online learning, distance learning, virtual 

reality, virtual worlds, etc. 

1.3.1 PRESENTATION METHODS 

Presentation methods are methods in which learners are passive recipients of 

information. This means that the burden and responsibility of transferring 

information lies directly with the trainer. That is why, as a complementary part of 

this method, it can include facts, processes and methods of problem solving. 

Lessons and audiovisual techniques are also methods of presentation. These 

include lectures, video, books, manuals and games. Raymond (2010) again 

emphasizes that a mix of methods can actively involve learners in learning and can 

help transfer training to take place in an easier and more motivating way. 

1.3.1.1 Lecture 

In a lecture, trainers communicate and transfer information, through spoken 

words, what they want learners to learn. The communication of the learned skills is 

mainly unidirectional, from the trainer to the audience the presentation in the 

classroom directed by an instructor. This training method remains one of the most 
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popular, despite new technologies such as interactive video and computer-assisted 

instruction (Van Wart, Cayer, and Cook, 1993 in Raymond, 2010). The format of 

the lecture is also useful, to serve large groups of learners, communicating large 

amounts of information. It is emphasized that lectures also support other training 

methods, such as behavioral modeling and technology-based techniques. 

However, the conference method has several drawbacks, as conferences tend 

to lack collaborators participation, feedback and significant connection to the work 

environment, which inhibits the transfer of learning and training.   The 

transcendental knowledge for the collaborators also appeals to few of the senses of 

the apprentices, because the apprentices focus mainly on the information of the 

hearing, in such a way that they are not enough to cover the individual needs of 

learning. Conferences also make it difficult for the trainer to quickly and 

efficiently judge students' level of understanding by preventing feedback that 

collaborators need to improve their areas of opportunity. That is why to overcome 

these problems, lectures are often complemented with questions and answers, 

discussion, video, games or case studies. 

1.3.1.2 Audiovisual Techniques 

Audiovisual instruction includes overheads, slides, and video. The video is a 

popular instruction method used to improve communication skills, interview skills 

and to illustrate how some procedures should be followed. The video, however, is 

rarely used alone; it is usually used along with the lessons to show learners 

experiences and real life examples. (Dolezalek, 2004 in Raymond 2010) 

1.3.1.3Coaching 

Coaching is becoming a very popular means of development, and often 

includes working one-on-one with the learner to conduct a needs assessment, set 

major goals to accomplish, develop an action plan, and support the learner to 

accomplish the plan. The learner drives these activities and the coach provides 

continuing feedback and support. 
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1.3.1.4 Distance learning  

Distance learning has become a mainstream approach in training and 

development. This typically includes learning by getting information and / or 

guidance from people who are not face-to-face with the learner, e.g., learning via 

satellite broadcast, broadcast over the Internet, e-mail or postal mail 

correspondence, etc.  

1.3.1.5 Job rotations  

This can be one of the most powerful forms of development, allowing 

learners to experience a broad range of managerial settings, cultures and 

challenges.   

1.3.1.6 Other-directed learning  

This includes having someone other than the learner identify the training 

goal, methods toachieve the goal, and approaches to evaluating the training and 

progress toward achieving the training goal.  

1.3.1.7 Peer-based methods  

This includes formats where peers focus on helping each other learn, e.g., by 

exchanging ongoing feedback, questions, supportive challenges and materials.  

1.3.1.8 Professional Organizations  

A wide variety of professional organizations often offers courses, seminars, 

workshops and sessions from conventions.  

1.3.1.9 Tutorials  

Tutorials include guidance to proceed through learning some technique or 

procedure, e.g., a tutorial on using a computer software package.  
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1.3.1.10 Training courses and workshops  

Workshops, seminars, convention sessions, etc. are useful, in particular, 

forhighly focused overviews of a particular subject or training about particular 

procedures.  

1.3.2 HANDS-ON METHODS 

Hands-on methods are training methods that require the learner to participate 

actively in learning. These methods include on-the-job training, simulations, case 

studies, business games, role-playing and behavioral modeling. These methods are 

ideal for developing specific skills, understanding how skills and behaviors can be 

transferred to work, as they allow you to experience all aspects of completing a 

task or dealing with interpersonal issues that arise at work. These methods are the 

ones that best respond to the training needs of the collaborators for the 

achievement of the organizational objectives.Some of them are described below. 

1.3.2.1 On-the-Job Training (OJT) 

On-the-Job Training (OJT) refers to new or inexperienced employees who 

learn in the workplace and during work by observing peers or managers doing the 

work and trying to imitate their behavior. OJT is one of the oldest and most used 

types of informal training (DeRouin, Parrish, and Salas, 2010 in Raymond 2010). 

It is considered informal because it does not necessarily occur as part of a training 

program and because managers, peers, or mentors serve as instructors. The OJT 

can be useful for training newly hired employees, improving the skills of 

experienced employees when introducing new technology, training employees 

within a department or unit of work, and guiding transferred or promoted 

employees to their new jobs. Training is immediately applicable to work because 

OJT work takes place at work using real tools and equipment. Both employees and 

trainers are in the workplace and continue to work while training is provided 

(DeRouin, Parrish, and Salas 2005). 

OJT is an attractive training method, which compared to other methods, 

needs less investment in time and money for materials. That is why, if it is desired 
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to be used as a method of training in the organization, special care should be taken 

to delegate this task to the best-qualified personnel to convey useful information 

regarding their best organizational practices, in addition, it is important to take care 

of the structure method for their success and good results. 

1.3.2.2 Self-directed learning 

According to Piskurich (1993) (Raymond) Self-directed learning makes 

employees take responsibility for all aspects of learning, including when it is done 

and who will be involved. Trainees dominate the predetermined content of training 

at their own pace without an instructor, thus benefiting employees to meet their 

individual learning needs. Instructors can serve as facilitators, because they do not 

control the course, they are the students who manage their own knowledge, and the 

instructors only attend to possible doubts. (Boyer and Lambert, 2008 in Raymond 

2010) 

In addition, self-directed learning implies that the company offers databases, 

training courses, and seminars, keeping employees accountable for taking the 

initiative to learn. The effectiveness of self-directed learning is based on the 

motivation of an employee to learn. This makes self-directed learning one of the 

best ways in which companies can guide their learning strategies because the self-

management of employees will enable them to develop the skills that each 

individual needs to have a better performance in their work area. 

Despite the fact that self-directed learning is one of the best strategies of 

training, nowadays, from company´s perspective, self-directed learning implies 

higher costs and development time than other types of training programs. 

Self-directed learning is likely to become more common in the future, for 

example, when companies seek to train staff flexibly, leverage technology, and 

encourage employees to be proactive in their learning rather than employer-driven. 

This will allow the development of the collaborators and the use of all sources of 

support, not only for the achievement of the organizational goals, but also to 

generate a competitive advantage in the market. 
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1.3.2.3Simulations 

A simulation is a training method that represents a real-life situation. 

Simulations allow employees to see the impact of their decisions in an artificial, 

risk-free environment are used to teach production and processing skills as well as 

management skills and interpersonal relationships. The new technology has helped 

in the development of virtual reality, a type of simulation that imitates the work 

environment even more since the simulator should allow you to respond to the 

collaborator exactly as you would in your work environment. (McCartney, 2005 in 

Raymond 2010). 

For this reason, the simulators are expensive as they develop and need 

constant updating as new information about the work environment is obtained. 

However, its attributes provide excellent benefits to the organizations so that the 

collaborators can develop skills and knowledge for the good performance of their 

work. 

1.3.2.4 Case studies 

According to Alden and Kirkhorn cited by Raymond, a case study is a 

description of how employees or an organization are facing a difficult situation. 

Students should analyze and critique actions taken, indicating appropriate actions 

and suggesting what could have been done differently. 

An important assumption of the case study approach is that employees are 

more likely to remember and use knowledge and skills if they learn through a 

discovery process (Kelly, 1989 in Raymond 2010).  Case studies give the 

advantage of developing analytical skills for decision-making and problem-solving 

without fear that these decisions will negatively impact the organization. 

1.3.2.5 Business Games 

Business games require learners to collect, analyze, and make decisions. 

Business games are mainly used for the development of management skills. Games 

stimulate learning because participants are actively involved and because games 

mimic the competitive nature of the business. The types of decisions that 
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participants make in games include all aspects of management practice: labor 

relations (agreement in contract negotiations), ethics, marketing (the price to be 

charged for a new product), and finance (finance The purchase of new technology). 

The advantage of business games is that it promotes the active participation of 

employees for a common achievement. 

According to Wiebenga (2004) quoted in Raymond, typical games have the 

following characteristics: 

The game involves a contest between the learners or teams against an 

established criterion like time or quantity. This contest aligns the different levels of 

the organization or the achievement of a common goal, and this is the 

organizational goal. The game is designed in such a way that it allows to develop, 

improve, demonstrate an understanding or application of a knowledge, skill or 

behavior. Some games also allow collaborators to move through scenarios that 

allow them to see the consequences of their actions. Finally, the rules help to limit 

participants behavior, in order that everybody reach the same goal 

To ensure learning and transfer of training, the games used in training should 

be simple enough that learners can play in a short period of time. The above 

depends on special care in the design of the game, this should be oriented to the 

achievement of a common goal, and consider variables such as the characteristics 

of the audience to which the game is directed so that the game fulfills its purpose. 

The best games generate enthusiasm among participants and interest in the game, 

promoting that this active participation translates into a significant use of training. 

The significance of the game is enhanced if it is realistic, learners should feel that 

they are participating in a business and acquiring knowledge, skills, and behaviors 

that are useful at work. This allows employees to transfer what they have learned 

to their work areas (D Schwartz, Bransford, and Sears, 2004 in Raymond 2010). 

To ensure learning and transfer of training, the games used in training should 

be simple enough that learners can play in a short period of time. The best games 

generate excitement among the participants and interest in the game. The 

significance of the game is enhanced if it is realistic. Collaborators must feel that 
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they are participating in a business and acquiring knowledge, skills, and behaviors 

that are useful at work. (D. Schwartz, Bransford, and Sears, 2004 in Raymond 

2010). 

The games by themselves allow the employee to get instant feedback and 

measure their knowledge and progress, without compromising organizations can 

also rely on an instructor, to help learners understand the experience of the game 

and facilitate learning and transfer. The analysis may include feedback, discussions 

on the concepts presented during the game, and instructions on how to use the 

knowledge, skills, or behaviors emphasized in the game (Krell, 1999 in Rymond 

2010) 

The game helps develop the skills necessary for business success. 

Participants should work well as a team, listen to each other and think strategically. 

Games can give team members a quick start in developing an information 

framework and can help develop cohesive groups.  

1.3.2.6 Role plays 

For Thiagarajan (Raymond), role plays are those that guide students to play 

characters assigned to them. Role-plays can provide limited information in 

comparison to a simulation. Role-plays focus on interpersonal responses (eg, 

Request more information, resolve conflicts). In a role-playing game, the results 

depend on the emotional (and subjective) reactions of the other participants. 

For role play to be effective, trainers must participate in various activities 

before, during and after the role play. 

1.3.3 USE OF TECHNOLOGY IN TRAINING 

According to Raymond, many new technologies have features that help 

ensure learning and transfer of training. These technologies appeal to multiple 

senses and allow employees to pace themselves, receive feedback and 

reinforcement, and find information from experts as needed. New mobile training 

methods allow employees to participate in training from home or work 24 hours a 
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day. Employees control not only the presentation of training content but also when 

and where they participate in the training. 

Most new technology training methods are superior to traditional methods 

because a positive learning environment can be incorporated into the method. 

However, the costs of developing training methods in new technologies are high. 

Considerations include money for development, geographical dispersion of 

employees, the difficulty of employees to attend training and whether new 

technologies are part of the company's business strategy. Instead of choosing 

between face-to-face and technology-based training methods, companies often 

choose to use both, to diversify their training methods. This is why it is important 

for organizations to identify the advantages – each of them offers to adjust the 

method that best meets their organizational needs. 

Acording with Boxall, Purcell, and Wright, Modern HRM might emphasize 

the need for continuous training, and develop- ment to maintain the dynamic 

capabilities supporting organizational strategy and choose the best stratetegies for 

their necessities 

The diversity of existing training methods allows organizations to use the 

method that best suits them or to use a form of combined training methods that 

allows the organization to develop its intellectual capital. It is a matter of setting a 

strategic look, and to adapt the one that generates more advantages. 

1.4 GAMIFICATION 

 

“Gameplay is hardwired into our DNA, from how we attract a mate to 

winning a race. Gamification is about taking the essence of games and applying it 

to real business purpose,” says Will Grobel, a manager in marketing insight at 

Deloitte Consulting in A Business Case for gameplay at work. 

For Sanchez, i Peris (2015) the use of game methodologies for "serious work" is an 

excellent way to increase concentration, effort and motivation based on 
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recognition, achievement, competence, collaboration, self-expression and All 

educational potential shared 

by play activities. The author continues to affirm that this methodology 

called "gamification" has been associated with "serious games" arising from the 

use of play technologies, video games, for educational actions. Technologies have 

led to changes that have transformed social and cultural relations from the new 

modes of management of educational interventions, leading to changes at various 

levels, both individual and labor, economic and social. This has led to new modes 

of communication through interactive use with technological instruments, 

overcoming the space-time barriers to access and treatment of information and 

provoking new perspectives and modes of interaction of the individual with 

culture. 

The educational potential of serious games is determined by the recognition that 

their mission goes beyond pure entertainment. For its educational use it is 

necessary to take into account the objectives, the rules and the challenges 

determining the order, the rights and the responsibilities of the players. In addition, 

the player must face problems to which he must seek solution. In this confrontation 

through the dynamics of the game emerges an interaction that stimulates the 

experiences that emerge as a result of the interaction (Sanchez i Peris, 2015) 

In the past few years, gamification has emerged as a trend within the 

business and marketing sectors, and has recently grabbed the attention of 

academics, educators and practitioners (Seaborn&Fels, 2015 as cited in Ergle, 

2016). At this moment, some of the most common applications of gamification are 

in the areas of employee performance, innovation management, education, 

personal development and customer engagement. There are different theories 

written about making gamification attractive and making people feel engaged in 

the game. Most of these theories are user-centred design theories. This means that 

the user’s needs and goals are the first consideration in designing gamification in 

order to create meaningful games (Nicholson, 2012, in Ergle, 2016). According to 

Seaborn&Fels, gamification has been largely, though inconsistently, referred to as 
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the selective incorporation of game elements into an interactive system without a 

fully-fledged game as the end product (Deterding, Dixon, Khalad,&Nacke, 2011). 

Deterding, Dixon, Khalad&Nacke (2011) (ERGLE) described gamification as the 

use of game design elements in a non-game context.  

For a better understanding about what is gamification, below it is the 

gamification definition: 

Gamification incorporates elements of the game design to take advantage of 

them in the organizational context. This means that it is not a matter of using 

games in themselves, but rather taking some of their principles or mechanics such 

as points or incentives, narrative, immediate feedback, recognition, freedom to 

make mistakes, etc., to enrich the Learning experience (Deterding et al., 2011; 

Kim, 2015 in EduTrends Gamificación). 

Then gamification is the application of principles and elements of the game 

in a learning environment in order to influence behavior increase motivation and 

favor the participation of employees through an attractive environment. 

1.4.1. Types of Gamification 

According to Goikolea 2013, gamification aplication´s can be classified into 

three large groups according to the objective pursued: external to the company 

(marketing, sale), internal to the company (human resources) and behavioral 

changes (social and other causes). 

1.4.1.1 External Gamification 

They are gamification practices focused on marketing, sales, engagement, 

etc. The target audience for these strategies are customers or potential customers. 

These strategies achieve a greater loyalty of the users towards the brand of the 

product. And that not only generates engagement but also is creating a very 

positive brand image in the minds of consumers. 
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1.4.1.2 Internal Gamification 

It is used internally in the organizations; to potentiate the different processes 

of Human Resources, for example can be used internally in an organization to 

motivate its employees. This can be focused on improving productivity or 

crowdsourcing. Internal gamification allows workers to get more involved with the 

company, leaving their more routine tasks. A task or program that can be boring 

and cumbersome is a success by putting it in a competitive and playful context. 

1.4.2 Gamification to change behaviors 

Gamification can also be used to reorient the customs of social groups in 

favor of a social cause or a business objective. It is used in areas such as health, 

sustainability, environment, personal finance, education, etc. 

Thanks to the gamification we can motivate people to take certain actions or 

adopt certain behaviors that without this type of approach could be more difficult 

to assimilate. However, it is important to be trained in order to implement a 

successful Gamification strategy. 

1.4.3 Types of players 

When designing a business game, just like any other, it is very important to 

have a deep understanding of players and what motivates them to engage in the 

game. Bartle (1996) (ERGLE) conducted research that contributed to this subject. 

His research was about player identities in a game called MUD. This author 

pointed out that not all players played for the same reason or played in the same 

way. This has resulted in the classification of four types of players that are often 

referred to in the theory about games. Bartle explains the four types can be 

identified as follows:  

Achievers are interested in ACTING on the WORLD. They are typical 

gamers playing to “win”. They give themselves game-related goals and vigorously 

set out to achieve them. The point of playing is to master the game, and make it do 

what you want it to do. Achievers are proud of their formal status in the game’s 

built-in level hierarchy, and the little time it took to reach it.  
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Explorers like INTERACTING with the WORLD. Explorers are interested 

in having the game surprise them. They delight in discovery. They try to find out 

as much about the environment’s topology and physics.  

Explorers are proud of their knowledge of the game’s finer points, especially 

if new players treat them as founts of all knowledge. Socializers are interested in 

INTERACTING with other PLAYERS. They spend a lot of time chatting, and 

empathize with other players. Finding out about people and getting to know them 

are far more worthy than treating them as fodder to be bossed around. The game 

world is just a setting; it is the characters that make it so compelling. Socializers 

are proud of their friendships, their contacts and their influence.  

Killers like ACTING on other PLAYERS. They wish to dominate them, 

either through bullying or politicking. They use the tools of the game to cause 

distress to other players. Killers are proud of their reputation and of their oft-

practiced fighting skills. 

 

Fig. 2 Bartle´s Player Types (Bartle 1996, cited in Ergle, 2016)  
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1.4.4 Theory of flow 

Professor of Psychology Mihaly Czikszentmihalyi (Ergle) has designed the 

theory of flow, which is often referred to in gamification because creating a feeling 

of flow is important for a game to be successful. According to the theory, flow 

experiences are those optimal and enjoyable experiences in which we feel “in 

control of our actions, masters of our own fate…we feel a sense of exhilaration, a 

deep sense of enjoyment” (Czikszentmihalyi, 1990). Components introduced by 

him can also be used in gamification to design elements that create flow in a game. 

Czikszentmihalyi (1990) describes a sense of control over the environment as the 

most salient element of the flow state. The component of control is very important 

for gamification. Research on human computer interaction indicated that people 

find computer games so captivating due to the powerful sense of control these 

games give their players (Ghani&Deshpande, 1994). 

 

 

Fig. 3The state of flow is achieved between axiety and boredom (Xu, 

20011, cited in Ergle, 2016) 
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When a game is designed, it is important to create a positive and enthusiastic 

attitude towards it at an organisation to make sure employees actually use 

gamification. In their research, Hamari and Koivisto (2013) investigated how 

social motivations predicted attitude towards the use of gamification, and 

intentions to continue using a gamified service. The results clearly showed that 

social motivators, in particular social influence of others, clearly predict long-term 

use and recommendation to others. These findings underline the importance of a 

community of people that are committed to the goals the gamification application 

promotes. Motivation is very important to engage employees in gamification. 

Therefore, it is important that a designer knows which motivation to address and 

which game elements to use. Both extrinsic and intrinsic rewards can be used to 

motivate employees to engage in certain behaviour; however, in gamification a lot 

of interest is given to intrinsically motivating employees to play (Seaborn&Fels, 

2015). This might be due to the research of Deci, Koestner, and Ryan (2001) who 

found that almost all forms of extrinsic rewards reduced intrinsic motivation. The 

implication of this is that once gamification is used to provide extrinsic motivation, 

the user’s intrinsic motivation decreases (Nicholson, 2012). However, if you first 

starts using extrinsic rewards and then decides to stop the reward program in order 

to only concentrate on intrinsic motivation, you will be worse off because users 

will be less likely to return to the behaviour without the external reward (Deci, 

Koestner,&Ryan, 2001). 

The most often referred intrinsic motivation theory for gamification 

designers is a self-determination theory (SDT). The SDT proposes that events and 

conditions that enhance a person’s sense of autonomy, relatedness and competence 

support intrinsic motivation, whereas factors that diminish this sense undermine 

intrinsic motivation (Ryan, Rigby,&Przybylski, 2006). Autonomy is defined as the 

sense of freedom and will when performing a task. Competence can be seen as the 

feeling one is faced with challenges they can efficiently and competently 

participate in. Relatedness is the experience that one is connected to another 

person. The SDT applied to gamification means that in order to intrinsically 
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motivate employees in gamification the game elements should enhance employee’s 

sense of autonomy, relatedness and competence. Motivational affordance means 

that motivation is afforded when the relation between the features of an object (a 

game) and the abilities and background of a subject (the user) allow the subject 

(the user) to experience the satisfaction of such needs when interacting with the 

object (the game) (Deterding, 2011). In practice, this means that to make a good 

gamified system like Forecaster the game elements should satisfy the motivational 

needs of employees. Aparicio et al. (2012) proposed in their research which game 

elements to use in order to increase intrinsic motivation:  

• When increasing autonomy one can use the following game elements: 

profiles, avatars, macros, configurable interface, alternative activities, 

privacy control, and notification control.  

• When increasing competence one can use the following game elements: 

positive feedback, optimal challenge, progressive information, intuitive 

controls, points, levels and leader boards.  

• When increasing relatedness one can use: groups, messages, blogs, 

connection to social networks and chat. Although the work of Aparicio 

provides an overview of different game elements divided according to SDT 

principles, the framework has not been applied and research is still ongoing 

(Seaborn&Fels, 2015).  

All the different theories used for gamification have one aspect in common. 

They are all centered on users and how to engage them in using gamification. 

Although some theories may overlap, each theory has its own focus when it comes 

to engaging employees in gamification, which makes all the theories valuable for a 

different reason. Employee engagement has been defined in many different ways. 

In the academic literature, a number of definitions have been provided, all with a 

different focus. The Institute of Employment Studies offers a practical and 

comprehensive definition of engagement: a positive attitude held by the employee 

towards the organization and its values. An engaged employee is aware of business 

context, and works with colleagues to improve performance within the job for the 
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benefit of the organization. The organization must work to develop and nurture 

engagement, which requires a two-way relationship between an employer and an 

employee (Institute of Employment Studies, 2004). Based on observations in 

organizational settings, the author finds this definition rather precisely describing 

the essence of employee engagement; therefore, it is chosen to serve as the 

definition of engagement for the purpose of the present research. According to the 

research of the Institute of Employment Studies (2004), an employee should show 

these behaviors in order to be engaged: 

• Belief in the organization; 

• Desire to work to make things better; 

• Understanding of business context and a “bigger picture”; 

• Respectful of, and helpful to, colleagues; 

• Willingness to “go the extra mile”; 

• Keeping up to date with developments in the field. 

For an organization, it is important to know how to drive the behavior of an 

engaged employee. According to the Institute of Employment Studies (2004), the 

strongest driver of all is a sense of feeling valued and involved. This has several 

key components that an organization needs to consider: 

1. Involvement in decision-making;  

2. The extent to which employees feel able to voice their ideas, and 

managers listen to these views, and value employees’ contributions;  

3. The opportunities employees have to develop their jobs;  

4. The extent to which the organization is concerned about employees’ 

health and wellbeing.  

Especially the first two key components have the potential to be integrated 

in workplace gamification. Therefore, employee participation in decision making 

and voicing ideas through crowd-sourcing were specifically addressed by the 

Forecaster tool. Involvement in decision-making has some important positive 

effects that are worth mentioning. Firstly, it can arouse a sense of ownership and 

commitment of employees to the company (Han, Chiang,&Chang, 2010). In 
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addition, employees who participate in organizational decision-making may think 

they are more closely connected to organizational goals. Employees themselves 

can benefit from participation in decision-making. It has been argued that through 

the use of employee participation in decision making employees can learn the art 

of self-management, cooperation and responsibility. In addition, employees can 

express talents through participating and satisfy needs of human growth (Han, 

Chiang&Chang, 2010). It therefore has several positive effects on employees 

within a company. Online communication channels are very important in order to 

create employee participation in decision making. These kinds of channels are 

needed for employees to express their opinion in an easy way. Furthermore, these 

online communication channels are also important for managers to obtain 

suggestions from organizational members when making decisions (Han, 

Chiang,&Chang, 2010). An online opportunity for employees to voice their ideas 

is through intra-corporate crowd sourcing. Although not a lot of research has been 

conducted on intra-corporate crowd-sourcing, some researchers have discussed the 

topic. Intra-corporate crowd-sourcing (ICC) refers to the distributed organizational 

model used by the firm to extend problem-solving to a large and diverse pool of 

self-selected contributors beyond the formal internal boundaries of a multi-

business firm: across business divisions, bridging geographic locations, levelling 

hierarchical structures (Villarroel&Reis, 2010, 1). Through crowd-sourcing an 

organization could use the intelligence of the crowd to come up with new ideas for 

improvement of the company. The main point of crowd intelligence is articulated 

by Ghafele and Gibert (2011, 8): “The power of crowd-sourcing lies in its ability 

to draw from a diverse intellectual background where networking technologies link 

the widest possible range of information, knowledge and expertise.” Therefore, an 

organization needs these networking technologies as channels and formal selection 

process for exploiting employee’s ideas. 
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1.4.5 GAMIFICATION DESIGN 

All authors highlight different steps, which are important when creating 

gamification in an organisational setting. The first four steps in the list, and also 

step 7, are derived from Deterding (Gamification: Designing for Motivation, 

2012). In this article, he explains some crucial steps that are used by consultants 

when designing gamification. Aparicio (Analysis and Application of Gamification, 

2012) confirms the first 3 steps that Deterding proposes in his research. Step 5 and 

6 are also derived from Aparicio et al. (2012). Step 8, which is the last step, is 

about continually monitoring and improving the game itself. This last step is 

derived from Robson et al. (2015), who mentioned importance of ongoing 

monitoring and adjustment of gamification methods. These 8 steps are as follows:  

1. To identify the overall business goal top management is willing to reach;  

2. To identify the main objective of gamification: to become aware of the 

entity you want to gamify in order to reach the business goal;  

3. To identify the users: what is in it for them, what motivates them to 

engage, what is their interest? (to know the stakeholders);  

4. To identify the context/culture in which the game will be used;  

5. To designing the game and game mechanics: to select game elements that 

engage a user while accomplishing the business objectives;  

6. To create a measurement plan to determine effectiveness and ROI;  

7. To implement and communicate the plan;  

8. To constantly monitor the effectiveness and added value of the game: to 

keep adjusting and improving the gamification experience. 

According to Cook (2016) top companies all over the world are adopting 

gamification into their core business strategies in order to drive engagement for 

employees, customers, and partners. But also agregate that there are some 

unexpected pitfall and identifyes the Top 5 to watch out for: 

Forgetting about motivation. Understanding and strategically planning 

around the "what's in it for me" aspect is essential to gamification success. 

Companies often make the mistake of creating programs that get initial new and 
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shiny attention, but in the end lose their audience because there is no intrinsic 

motivation to keep playing. Find out what motivates your audience and your game, 

and its intended results will win every time. 

Just "tacking on" gamification to your current strategy. Superficial 

gamification can lead to superficial engagement and a disappointing ROI. When 

and how rewards happen, and how they aggregate are components that need to be 

carefully considered and well integrated into the overall strategy. 

Not getting senior alignment from the get-go. 

Gamification can be scary for some people, especially executives who look 

at lost productivity as lost profit. Making sure leadership understands the 

difference between gamification and games will help clear up confusion and will 

enable them to understand and buy into your gamification strategy. 

Not giving people access to share their success. Creating a program that has 

a social aspect is imperative to driving motivation and success. Even something as 

simple as a Facebook share or Twitter post can help drive engagement. Social 

sharing is essential! 

Being predictable. As with most things in life, people get used to processes, 

and a "new" game quickly can become the "norm." Creating a variable rewards 

structure, planting randomized fun mysteries throughout the user experience, and 

regular updates will help avoid the potential for boredom. 

1.4.6 GAME ELEMENTS 

The EduTredns magazine of the Observatory of Educational Innovation of 

the Tecnológico de Monterrey considers some elements of game that can be 

considered to gamify some process, program or activity. When designing a 

Gamification strategy it is not necessary to consider all the elements described, but 

to take those that by their characteristics may be more valuable to the learning 

experience that is sought to achieve. These elements are as follows: 
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1.4.6.1 Narrative 

It places participants in a realistic context in which actions and tasks can be 

practiced. It inspires them to identify them with a character, a situation or a cause. 

This can happen through Identities, characters or avatars; Worlds, narrative 

scenarios or three-dimensional environments. 

1.4.6.2 Freedom to make mistakes 

It encourages players to experience risks without causing fear or irreversible 

damage. Provide confidence and student participation. These elements are, 

multiple lives, restore or restore points, unlimited number of possibilities. 

1.4.6.3 Time restriction 

It introduces an extra pressure that can help to realize the efforts to solve a 

task in a determined period. For example countdown; To be able to obtain a benefit 

only in a certain time. 

1.4.6.4 Rules 

 There are specifically designed to limit players' actions and keep the game 

manageable. They are simple, clear and often intuitive. 

1.4.6.5 Freedom 

 Provides the player with different possibilities to explore and advance the 

game, as well as different ways to achieve the objectives. 

1.4.6.6 Goals and objectives 

They generate motivation by presenting the player with a challenge or 

problematic situation to be solved. They help to understand the purpose of the 

activity and to direct the efforts of the collaborators. 

1.4.6.7 Rewards 

There are goods received in the game to get closer to the objective of the 

same. They motivate the competition and the feeling of achievement. 
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1.4.6.8 Feedback 

Directs the progress of the user based on their behavior. This can be done 

through progress bars, employee performance statistics, etc. 

1.4.6.9 Visible Status 

 Visible Status allows all participants to keep in mind their progress and that 

of others, what they have achieved and what they lack. This can generate 

reputation, credibility and recognition. It takes form of support, with such elements 

as badges, points, achievements; results obtained, board positions, etc. 

1.4.6.10 Cooperation and Competition 

Encourage players to ally themselves to achieve a common goal, and to 

confront other participants to achieve the goal sooner or better than them. This 

dynamic generates a greater motivation of the participants because it challenges 

them to do better than their opponents. 

1.4.6.11 Progress 

Is a guide and support to the collaborators, since it organizes levels or 

categories, with the purpose of directing the advance. It allows the player, as he 

advances in the game, to develop increasingly complex or difficult skills. 

When designing or implementing gamification in any activity, process or 

program, it is important to take into account the reasons for which it is desired to 

be aligned with the organizational objective so that the impact of its 

implementation can be measured. Identify the characteristics of the sector to which 

you want to be implemented, fully identify what the participants are expected to do 

or develop during the process. To make an optimum design of gamification must 

also consider factors such as the characteristics of the types of players involved 

this to know what motivates them to play. 

All the above for the design and implementation of gamification will be 

successful, taking into account the elements needed to put it into action. 
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2. ANALYSIS 

The type and study design used consisted of a methodology divided into two 

stages: quantitative and qualitative, with exploratory, descriptive and diagnostic 

scope. 

The importance of using Organizational Development tools, such as 

questionnaires, interviews, observation or documentary information, helps to have 

a holistic view of reality. 

2.1 Company´s Description 

The International Retail Company in Russia Regionis a company in 

Construction Materials Sales that seeks to achieve a shared vision of business 

together with all its collaborators for the achievement of its organizational 

objectives. The Company is a recent inclusion company whose main workforce are 

young people, whom they must motivate, commit and retain for the achievement of 

their goals. It is clear The Company has had an exponential growth within the 

Russian market, however to face the challenges of the globalized market and reach 

the shared vision The Company must develop a strategic approach in its training 

processes to have the best intellectual resources that achieve your organizational 

goals. 

2.2 Staff Analysis 

Fig. 4 The International Retail Company Organization Chart  
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The company has four organizational levels, with the questionnaires applied, 

information was obtained from the first level, which in turn is divided into trade, 

services and logistics, which are organized in fifteen different departments. 

A response was also obtained from the three members involved in the 

training area, which are located at the third level of the organization chart. 

2.3. Questionnaire Results 

Next, the data obtained from the applied instrument, consisting on a 

questionnaire of nine multiple-choice questions, are described. Firstly, 

demographic and general data of the participants are analyzed to continue the 

analysis of the reagents of the questionnaire. 

 

Fig. 5 Age Rank 

 

The labor force participation rates of young people (milenials) increase 

significantly. This implies a greater challenge to retain them and generate 

organizational commitment through innovative training strategies. In the figure 

above the participants who predominated to respond from the questionnaire were 

employed within a range from  20 to 30 years old. While the smallest record of  
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answered questionnaires are in a range from  51 to 60 years old. It stands out from 

the demographic characteristics respect to gender, from the total applied sample, 

the higher number of answers corresponds to women from 20 to 30 years old. 

 

Fig. 6 Organizational Permanence 

 

The questionnaires were applied in a newly included company. In Fig. 6 it 

was observed that the greatest number of responses of the sample applied 

corresponds to the employees who have remained in the organization in a range of 

1 to 5 years. The lowest permanence index was registered in a range of 5 to 10 

years of permanence in the organization. It concluded that the training methods 

and programs used cover the current needs of its employees 
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Fig. 7 Sudies Level 

 

 

Figure 7 showed that the level of prevailing studies in the applied sample 

corresponds to a different level of secondary school, 

Bachelor's, master's or specialty. The entire sample of employees, have a 

level of education equal to or less than high school. While the minority counts with 

Master's degrees. This is why it can be concluded that the training methods should 

be oriented to cover the different forms and times of learning according to the level 

of study with which they are counted, for an understanding, motivation and 

commitment 
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Fig. 8 Departments classification 

 

Figure 8 shows the classification of organizational departments, identified 

by areas. The largest number of questionnaires answered was in the cashier area. 

No response is recorded in two organizational areas. It was noted that the absence 

of response by the departments indicated an area of opportunity to implement 

training strategies that promote their participation.
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 Below are the answers of the employees to the questionnaire which consists of 

nine items, for the answers of this questionnaire were pre-designed options in 

alphabetical scale, however, due to the variety of responses to the items, generated 

other categories that supported the analysis of the information: 

 

 

Fig. 9 Training Methods 

 

Question one focused on The Company training methods, elucidating those 

that allowed employees to achieve organizational goals. For this question, four 

categories were predesigned and two were added later. 51% of the employed 

population chose category C, while 1% of the respondents chose categories E and 

F. It was observed that employees look for attractive methods such as game 

mechanics that promote their participation and commitment to the lgro de the 

objectives. 

 

 

 

 

 

Category A 

22% 

Category B 

10% 

Category C 

51% 

Category D 

15% 

Category E 

1% 
Category F 

1% 

1.					Which	training	method	commonly	used	in	your	organiza on,	
allows	you	to	reach	your	organiza onal	goals?	

A  Interactive electronic portals (e-learning)

B Conferences

C  Game mechanics that motivate me to learn more

D Workshops

E All

F Unanswered

Categories
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Fig. 10 Training methods difficulties  

 

Question number two aimed to identify the difficulties that employees might 

have in the process of adapting the training methods used by The Company Four 

categories were pre-designed for this question, in addition, eight categories were 

added later. It is recorded that 29% of the population applied responded that 

everything is fine or omitted to answer the question. On the other hand, the 

opinions of the employees were classified in the options L, J, G, respectively, each 

one of these categories and reflected 1% of the answers. It was observed 

indifference to this questioning which indicates that through a strategy such as 

gamification the courses that cover the needs, can be leveraged to generate 

commitment and motivation 

Category A 

11% 

Category B 

15% 

Category C 

5% 

Category D 

2% 

Category E 

29% 

Category G 

1% 

Category H 

2% Category I  

1% 

Category J 

1% 

Category K 

1% 

Category L 

1% 

Category M 

29% 

Category N 

2% 

2.What are the difficults that you find to get used to   the training methods used in 
your organization? 

A  I did not feel motivated to participate in them

B I had a hard time adapting to the teaching method

C  The intention of the course was not clear

D A LOT OF INFORMATION

E Everything its ok /Without difficulties, All its ok, nothing

F  public presentation

G DIFFICULT TO ANSWER

H its is necessary to repeat the knowledge, to repeat in practice

I Not enough time

J
Training takes place during working hours and after the training it is necessary 

to complete the current affairs

K It is difficult to sit in one place for several hours

L  Do not always have the opportunity to pursue your goals

M Unanswered

N Other

Categories
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Fig. 11 Preferred methods 

 

Question number three of the questionnaire was intended to get an opinion 

on what employees like about The Company´s learning methods. Six different 

categories were defined that define the training methods used. In this question, 

category C was chosen in a higher percentage, which corresponds to 59%, while 

category F records the lowest percentage equivalent to 1% of responses. It was 

concluded that the collaborators believe that the methods currently used by The 

Company promote professional growth, without embargos do not invite to learn 

more or to participate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Category	A	
23%	

Category	B	
6%	

Category	C	
59%	

Category	D	
11%	

Category	F	
1%	

3. What do you like  in the learning methods used in this company? 

A The courses are dynamic and promote participation

B Promote my creativity and challenge me to learn more

C Promote my professional and personal growth

D The subjects taught in the courses help me to make a better job

E Give the opportunity to use knowledge in life

F not enough trainings

Categories
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Fig. 12 Less preferred Training methods  

 

Question four focused on finding out what employees like and what they 

dislike about The Company´s learning methods. For this question, the participants 

gave varied answers, so that in addition to the five predefined categories were 

integrated six categories. Category G received 53%, the highest percentage of 

responses, while categories I and K, respectively, recorded 1% of responses. 

Given the lack of response, it was determined that the employees show 

indifernence to the training methods 

 

 

 

 

Category A 
7% 

Category B 
13% 

Category C 
7% 

Category D 
3% 

Category E 
3% 

Category F 
5% 

Category G 
53% 

Category H 
3% 

Category I  
1% 

Category J 
4% 

Category K 
1% 

4. What do you like and dislike  in the learning methods used in this company?

   

A The courses are not practical or promote participation

B Do not promote my creativity and challenge myself to learn more

C Do not promote my professional and personal growth

D  Does not attend to the knowledge I need to make a better job

E All courses are good/useful

F All its right

G Unanswered

H
Few training methods/few trainings that develop personal skills/More 

individual trainings/Not enought trainings

I  Limit of time/Training is not timely

J Difficult to answer/ i dont know

K Help to improve my work

Categories
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Fig. 13 Learning Process 

 

The fifth question was intended to identify what The Company training 

method (s) are best for the employee learning process. For this question, four 

categories were pre-established and five categories were added. 49% of the 

participants predominantly chose category C as the method they considered the 

best for their learning process, 1% of the total responses corresponded to F, G and 

H. These categories obtained the fewest responses. It was observed that employees 

think that the best ways in which they learn is through the imlementation of play 

mechanics that promote their participation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Category A 

22% 

Category B 

23% 

Category C 

49% 

Category F 

1% 

Category G 

1% 

Category H 

1% 

Category I  

3% 

5.Which	method	do	you		consider	to	be	be er	for	your	learning	process?	

A Interactive electronic portals (e-learning)

B Conferences

C Game mechanics that motivate me to learn more

D Workshops

E Seminars

F Business games, Trainings, personal presence

G I do not know

H Teamwork

I Unanswered

Categories
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Fig. 14 Analogous support to Training  

 

The sixth question was intended to identify, in addition to organizational 

training, what kind of similar support is received from The Company. This 

question had three pre-designed categories and three more were added later. Fifty-

six percent of the applied sample chose category A. On the other hand, category F 

barely obtained 1% of the answers. It was possible to determine that the employees 

of The Company identified the analogous support provided by the organization 

belongs to traditional and combined methods, however the inclination of response 

continues to be given by those that generate greater participation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Category A 

56% 
Category B 

29% 

Category C 

7% 

Category E 

1% 

Category F 

7% 

6.Besides	corporate	training	what	kind	of	analogous	support	do	you	
receive	from	your	organiza on?		

A Access to training portals

B Team building

C Courses based on challenges

D to get experience from smart people

E No/ nothing

F Unanswered

Categories
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Fig. 15 Training Support 

 

Question Seven sought to identify what kind of training The Company 

employees would prefer to receive for their professional and personal growth in the 

company. For this question, four categories were preset, and six were generated to 

address the different responses. 31% of the predominantly applied sample chose 

category C, while 1% responded to E, F, G and H, respectively. The collaborators 

said that they like methods that promote active participation for their development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Category A 

28% 

Category B 

23% 

Category C 

31% 

Category E 

1% 

Category F 

1% 

Category G 

1% 

Category H 

1% 

Category I  

14% 

7. What kind of training support would you like to receive for your personal and 

professional growth into the company? 

A Access to training portals

B Team building

C Courses based on challenges
D to use computer

E BUSINESS TRIP

F Difficult to answer/ Other

G Everything its find

H More trainiing events/ not enought time for training

I Unanswered

Categories
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Fig. 16Game Complements 

 

Question eight aimed to identify whether employees feel more motivated 

when The Company´s training includes game mechanics to promote their active 

participation. 58% of the applied sample chose category A as preponderant. While 

1% chose categories D and E, respectively. It was noted that The Company 

employees feel that they are more motivated to participate in training courses that 

include game mechanics. 

 

 

 

Category A 

58% 

Category B 

31% 

Category C 

9% 

Category D 

1% 

Category E 

1% 

8. Do you feel more motivated when participate in the training with game 

complements? 

A Definetely yes

B  Mostly yes

C  Mostly no 

D Definetely no
E Unanswered

Categories
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Fig. 17 Coments about Training Process  

 

Finally, for the ninth question, employees were invited to make some 

additional comments on the training process at The Company. For this question, 

five categories were generated, 69% of the applied sample responded to category 

B, while 1% belonged to category E. Most of the collaborators failed to respond, 

indicating an area of opportunity to motivate to the collaborators. 

2.4 Interview Results 

 

Next, the data obtained from the applied instrument, consisting of a 

structured interview of fourteen questions, are described. For each question, three 

responses were obtained from the training specialists. 

 

Category	A	
17%	

Category	B	
69%	

Category	C	
8%	

Category	D	
5%	 Category	E	

1%	

9. Do you have any other comment related with your training process in this 

organization? 

A No

B Unanswered

C Everything is fine

D
More trainings/ I would like more training on a complex technical product/I want to 

engage in self-development/Not enought trainings

E Courses based on challenges and  games, helping to quickly learn information

Categories
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Table 1 Significant Training features 

 

The number one question focused on the most significant features of The 

Company employee training programs. From this question, three different 

responses were obtained from the three training specialists who responded to the 

interview. 

Some of the most significant features of The Company´s training programs 

can be seen from the above: programs that respond to the needs of employees, 

programs that are provided to all employees, regardless of the time spent in the 

organization. The use of combined training methods was also observed. 

 Table 2 Learning Strategies 

 

Question number two was oriented to know how to determine that the 

learning strategies used in the organization are more profitable than any other 

strategy. It was noted that training staff members consider that the learning 

strategies used in The Company are more cost-effective because they are aligned 

with the organizational mission, they are also aligned with current market trends 

 Interview 

Number

1. Please describe the most significant features of employee training in your 

company.

1 Any training is directly related to the values   and mission of the company

2
Game format. Training for all without exception, taking into account personal 

characteristics.

3 Employees are constantly trained regardless of the length of the company.

 Interview 

Number

1

2

3

2.How do you determine that the learning strategies that you use in your 

organization are more profitable than any other strategies?

Employees are motivated to learn, to get new knowledge - talk about it on the OS

We invest a lot of resources in staff training, employees see this and express their 

gratitude in the work and the result obtained, which considerably exceeds the results 

of many companies

Training is adjusted for market trends and business trends in online mode
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and trends in training. However the training methods used mostly belong to 

traditional methods. 

 

Table 3 Aligned Strategies 

 

 

The third question focused on how the strategies used are aligned with the 

needs of the organization. 

According to the above, it was observed that the Training Staff has 

difficulties in validating if their strategies are aligned to the organizational needs. 

 

Table 4 Training Program Effectiveness 

Question number four focused on describing the effectiveness of training 

methods. For this question of the three interviewed members of the training staff, 

only one of them responded. It was observed that Human Resources does not have 

a strategic vision to establish if the effectiveness of the training methods currently 

used spontaneously to future needs. 

 

 Interview 

Number

1

2

3

3.Please describe how you determine that these strategies are aligned with 

organizational needs?

I know the profile of my team, their motivation and the training they need, based on 

each individual's IPP

To talk - one must learn this, also with riding a bicycle, the ability to sell and 

communicate with customers. No one from birth has such instincts.

Unanswered

 Interview 

Number

1

2

3

4. How would you describe the effectiveness of your training programs?

I start talking to employees in one language, we equally understand business 

indicators and ways of influencing them

Unanswered

Unanswered
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Table 5 Training Programs Asses 

 

Question five was intended to identify how the effectiveness of training 

programs in The Company is evaluated. The three members of the training 

specialist, expressing different opinions. The training methods respond to the 

needs, however they do not generate added value, to motivate and to commit the 

employee. 

 

Table 6 Learning Strategies Indicators 

 

The sixth question was intended to identify the indicators used by The 

Company to measure learning strategies in their training programs currently used. 

For this question, two specialists did not answer the question. 

It was confirmed that for the training staff it is difficult to mention the 

indicators to validate that the applied methods are generating a positive impact 

 

 

 

 Interview 

Number

1

2

3

5. How do you assess the effectiveness of your training programs?

3 out of 5

Feedback from the staff of past training. Economic growth of the department.

Feedback from the staff of past training. Economic growth of the department.

 Interview 

Number

1

2

3

6. What methods and indicators did you use to measure learning strategies?

The question is not understood

Unanswered

Unanswered
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Table 7 Training Impact 

 

The seventh question focused on the impact of training programs on staff 

activities. Training specialists said that the growth of employee skills as part of the 

impact generated through their training programs, however there is no presence of 

active participation of employees that generates a greater impact. 

Table 8 Tangible benefits 

 

Question eight focused on identifying the benefits that The Company 

receives in exchange for resources invested in training. For this question, there is a 

greater overlap in the answers that were obtained. 

Therefore, it is perceived that some benefits that The Company receives in 

exchange for resources invested in training, autonomy, professional and personal 

skills in employees 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Interview 

Number

1

2

3

7. What is the impact of your training programs on staff activities?

Someone is afraid of change, someone sees new prospects for themselves

Growth of staff competencies.

Growth of staff competencies.

 Interview 

Number

1

2

3

8. What tangible benefits did your company receive in return for the resources 

invested in training?

Increased involvement, understanding of career opportunities, autonomy

Growth of competences of all employees, both professional and personal.

Growth of competences of all employees, both professional and personal.
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Table 9 Training provokes 

 

Question number nine was focused on identifying how The Company 

evaluates the changes brought about by training programs in the knowledge, skills, 

and attitudes of employees. It was noted that one way that training members 

identify to assess changes in knowledge, skills and attitudes brought about by 

training programs is through a program implemented. 

 

Table 10Teaching methods 

 

Question ten was aimed to identify the teaching methods used in the training 

programs and thereby match the information from the employees' opinion to 

validate if they were able to identify those elements. For this question, there was a 

similarity of response from the three members of the training staff. 

From the above it was possible to conclude that the teaching methods used 

in the training programs of The Company include gamification elements, not in a 

declared form, nevertheless, it is present and the employees answer in a positive 

way. This information was validated with the opinion of the employees reflected in 

the applied questionnaire. 

 Interview 

Number

1

2

3

10. Could you describe what teaching methods you use in your training 

programs?

Communication, role-playing, games, case studies

On-line training on the Intran portal. Training by internal trainers.

On-line training on the Intran portal. Training by internal trainers.

9. How does the training program provoke changes in the knowledge, skills and 

attitudes of the staff? How do you assess this?

Based on the interest of employees in obtaining feedback and answering questions

Evaluation through the implementation of personal projects. Estimation of the 

Board.

Evaluation through the implementation of personal projects. Estimation of the 

Bpard.
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Table 11 Support Learning Strategies 

 

The eleventh question focused on identifying the resources or tools that 

support or enhance the learning strategies of the The Company training programs. 

For this question only one person responded, the rest omitted his answer. It was 

determined The Company uses combined training methods as a resource of 

support. These, because they do not have a differentiating element that 

distinguishes them from the commonly applied methods, are not considered 

strategic. 

Table 12Most and Least Training Effective Programs 

 

Question number twelve aimed to identify the most and least effective 

training programs at The Company. It is noted that no response was obtained from 

the three members of the training staff. 

From the above, it was noted that the training area staff does not identify 

which training programs are more or less effective. 

 

 

 

 Interview 

Number

1

2

3

11. What resources or tools do you use to support and / or improve your 

learning strategies?

Video materials, flip chart, handouts, game aids

Unanswered

Unanswered

 Interview 

Number

1

2

3

12. Please, share with me, which training programs are the most and least 

effective?

Unanswered

Unanswered

Unanswered
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Table 13 Training Diversity 

 

Question number thirteen aimed to identify the elements of The Company to 

diversify training programs. For this question only one answer was obtained. It was 

identified that one way of diversifying training is through combined training 

methods. This was confirmed by the opinion of the employees who responded to 

the above questionnaire.  

Table 14 Gamification Concept 

 

 

Question fourteen was focused on whether The Company´s staff was 

familiar with the concept of gamification. 

From the above, it was observed that the training staff knows the term due to 

their existence in the recruitment process, however they do not apply this practice 

to their training programs.

 Interview 

Number

1

2

3

14. Have you heard about the concept of "Gaimimage"? I f so, how would you 

define it?

Gaming in non-player activities

Way of learning through the game.

Way of learning through the game.

 Interview 

Number

1

2

3

13. What is your diversity in training? (Informal learning, new work 

experience, use of technology, interactive and dynamic games)

Interesting tests, tasks, games aimed at studying yourself and your sensations

Unanswered

Unanswered
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Many companies are moving towards a blended learning approach to take 

advantage of both face-to-face instruction and the implementation of new training 

methods to meet the diverse needs of their workforce. 

With the information obtained through the instrument applied and interviews 

with the training members, it was identified that The Company uses combined 

training methods, both traditional methods and new methods supported in 

technology. 

Based on the results obtained through the application of the above-

mentioned instruments, it was proposed the application of a survey with a series of 

questions applicable to managers, supervisors, department heads that involve 

exploring the viability of implementing gamification elements within the 

categories get used into training. The application of this instrument allows the 

triangulation of information that was obtained from the opinion of collaborators 

and Human Resources on the training methods currently used by the organization. 

Training impact questionnaire over time in the organization aims to know the 

perception of the impact of training in the organization. 

The two sections that make up the survey, purposes, and dimensions that it 

covers are described below. 
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Table 15 Survey firts section 

In the first section, it requires general statistical data and seeks to identify 

the current level of overall satisfaction of managers, supervisors, and department 

heads. The last statement of this first section validates the reliability of the 

response since the state of mind is considered as an influential factor involved in 

the response generated to this questioning. 

Table 16Instructions 

 

 

 

1. Very unsatisfied 1. Very unsatisfied 1. Very unsatisfied

2. Unsatisfied 2. Unsatisfied 2. Unsatisfied

3. Indifferent 3. Indifferent 3. Indifferent

4. Satisfied 4. Satisfied 4. Satisfied

5. Very satisfied 5. Very satisfied 5. Very satisfied

PAST PRESENT FUTURE

NA Does not apply or does not 

exist

NA Does not apply or does 

not exist

NA Does not apply or does 

not exist

INSTRUCTIONS: Each item describes different aspects of your experience in the Organization. In responding take into account the

In the second column marks the option that indicates how satisfied you are about the training that is currently used to.

SECOND SECTION

In the first column mark the option indicating the level of satisfaction regarding to the training offered in the past in the organization.

Compliance with organizational aims, organizational enviroment, motivation, etc.

In the third column indicates how confident you feel that training will accomplish in the future every aspect that is evaluated

Check NA when the situation is raised do not apply, do not exist or do not correspond to your experience in the organization.

The purpose of this questionnaire is to know their perception regarding the impact of the training in the organization.

Their opinions will be very useful to have a better knowledge of those key aspects that are fundamental in the

achievement of organizational goals. Your answers are confidential, you do not need to write your name. The data

Obtained only will be used to generate knowledge and encourage continuous improvement.

General instructions

The questionnaire has two sections. In the first we need general statistical data and in the following section

You will find the questionnaire.

Mark with an "X" the answer that reflects your opinion. Answer freely and honestly by reflecting your answers.

It is very important that you respond to all the proposed reagents, otherwise it will not be able to process the information correctly.

1. Age: years

2. Gender: Male  

Female

3. Marital status: Single

Married

4. Area and department:

5. Current position:

6. Seniority in the organization

My overall satisfaction level at this time is: High Medium Low

I consider that today is: Bad Normal Good

Training impact questionnaire over time in the organization

FIRST SECTION: GENERAL DATA

7. Overall Satisfaction
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In the second section, each item describes different key aspects that are 

fundamental to the achievement of organizational goals, aspects about the manager 

experience, supervisors, and department heads in the organization. When 

responding to these items should be considered aspects such as the fulfillment of 

the organizational objectives, the organizational environment, the motivation, etc. 

The first column indicates the level of satisfaction respect to the offered training in 

the past in the organization. In the second column, the option indicates how 

satisfied you are with the training currently used to. The third column indicates 

how confident you are that the training will meet every aspect that is evaluated in 

the future. Finally, NA indicates that the silver situation does not apply, does not 

exist or does not correspond to the experience of managers, supervisors, 

department heads in the organization. 

Table 17 Infrastructure 

 

 Section number one seeks in the first instance to identify if the training is 

given in the company's facilities, if it is so, to validate that these have the necessary 

conditions for this to happen. 

Table 18 Organization´s services 

 

This section indicates the services that the organization provides as support 

analogous to the training for the collaborator's development.

I Infrastructure NA NA NA

1 Size and cleanliness of learning spaces 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 Condition and cleanliness of learning spaces 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

3 Comfort of furniture 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

PAST PRESENT FUTURE

I I Organization´s services NA NA NA

4 Internet access, email 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

5 Books and magazines delivery for labor development 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

6 Service advisory on computer issues 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

7 Computer equipment quality 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

PAST PRESENT FUTURE
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Table  19 Institutional organization 

 

 This third section identifies the capacity that training department has to 

accompany employees from the first step to begin their development and learning 

process until the delivery of feedback to identify their strengths and opportunity 

areas. 

Table 20 Institutional enviroment 

 

This section seeks to identify what is related to the organizational 

environment, motivation, belonging sense, recognition, integration among 

members of the organization, dialogue between different organizational levels and 

all the effects of training methods used in the past, present and If in the future these 

methods will be able to cover these aspects

I I I Institutional organization NA NA NA

8 Timely information on training dates 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

9 Training Enrollment Processes 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

10
Training provides clarity in the roles and responsibilities from 

organizational members 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

11 Delivery Timely of feedback / employee recognition 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

PRESENT FUTUREPAST

IV Institutional enviroment NA NA NA

12 Training provides belonging sense to the institution 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

13 The training increases the social recognition of the institution 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

14
The training is related to the security conditions within the 

Organization.
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

15
The training has generated union among the members of the 

Organization
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

16 Training has fostered dialogue between Heads and Co-workers 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

17 Training positively affects the relationship with management 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

18 Training Uses Rewards to Improve Performance 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

19 Training improves participation in low-performing groups 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

20
Training is particularly appropriate for topics that are not attractive or 

where employee resistance is high
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

21 Training creates commitment levels to organizational achievement 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

22 Training enhances collaboration skills 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

FUTUREPAST PRESENT
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Table 20 Training-learning process 

 

This section identifies the scope to cover the needs of the teaching-learning 

process of the collaborators to promote the participation, motivation, and take 

advantage of training programs. 

Table 21 Professional Practice 

 

This section identifies if programs promote professional practices that allow 

the skills development, attitudes habits, and values that collaborators require for 

their jobs. 

V Training-learning process NA NA NA

23 Learning methods used to in general by instructors 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

24 Difficulty level of the training 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

25 Instructors comunication into learning sessions 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

26 group interest on the training 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

27 Instructors attendance and punctuality 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

28 Participants attendance and punctuality 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

29 Application of received knowledge in the  work area 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

30 Learning methods applied 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

31
The training plan addresses the employees needs and their learning 

process 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

PAST PRESENT FUTURO

VI Professional Practice NA NA NA

32 Development of core job competences in the position 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

33 Practical activities that allow me to improve at work 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

34 Practical activities help me to form my professional identity 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

35 Practical activities allows me to get skills to apply into my work 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

36 Receive guidance and / or feedback in conducting internships 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

37 Training improves competitiveness and productivity 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

PRESENT FUTUREPAST
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Table 22Personal achievements 

 

This section identifies if training impacts on the collaborators' personal 

achievements, through the knowledge development and necessary skills for 

employees to solve the challenges of their jobs, allowing the personal and 

professional growth of the collaborators.. 

 

Table 23 Success training cases from collaborators through the training are recognized by 

 

This section first identifies whether the achievements of employees in their 

areas of work are recognized, and then the ways in which their performance is 

recognized. 

 

Table 24 Training scopes 

 

VII Personal achievements NA NA NA

38 Training as a strategy to improve job position 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

39
Training allows the staff mastered better ways or techniques of work

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

40 The training allows staff to participate in projects in the area or organization 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

41 The training allows creativity development on the collaborators 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

42 Training as a intellectual development factor of employees 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

43
Training as a development factor of the employees observation capacity  and critical 

reflection
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

44 Training promotes long-term knowledge retention 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

45 Training promotes solving problem 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

46 Training promotes risk and decision-making 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

PRESENT FUTUREPAST

VII I Success training cases from collaborators through the training are recognized by NA NA NA

47 Organizational directors 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

48 HR members  1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

49 Partners from the area 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

50 Other collaborators from the organizationn 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

51 Collaborator´s Family 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

PAST PRESENT FUTURE

IX Training scopes NA NA NA
52 Training scope can be measured quantitatively 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

53 Training scope can be measured qualitatively 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

PAST PRESENT FUTURE
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This section seeks to identify if the scope of training has a qualitative and 

quantitative organizational and performance impact on collaborators, and whether 

these can be assessed. 

3.1 Proposal 

Based on the information obtained, it was observed that the combined 

methods currently used by The Company respond to the current employees 

training need. However, it is necessary those programs will respond to the 

workforce future needs, because of the globalized market and the new 

challenges.That is why to enrich the training programs with effective methods, will 

make the learning processes of the collaborators more attractive. 

Forthat is why, it is proposed the implementation of gamification elements 

to the training methods used by The Company, this does not replace existing ones, 

if not rather this implementation will complement, enrich and potentiate them. The 

implementation of these elements occurs through a process that involves all 

employees to define the future of the company. As a result, the retention and 

commitment of the employees will be achieved, which will guide their efforts 

towards the achievement of the organizational objectives to achieve a business-

shared vision. 
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Fig. 18 The International Retail Company in Russia Region 

Gamification´s Design Process, Based on Mohl Model(2014)  

Business Objectives 

A Project based on people is the business objective that is sought to achieve 

through the implementation of gamification elements in existing training programs 

in The Company. This objective considers people as the main wealth of the 

company, so it looks for the staff realization in order to they can satisfy their 

customers. The retention and commitment of employees are considered as 

variables to measure the success of this organizational goal. 

Behavior Outcomes 

The group that is sought to influence through the application of gamification 

elements is to all the employees of the fifteen different departments of the 

company. This is to seek the accomplishment of a specific standard work oriented 

to a common achievement, which is to achieve the organizational goals, through 

certain behaviors, such as teamwork, professionalism and achievement of goals, 
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which will provoke in turn The retention and generation of commitment in the 

collaborators Company. 

Behavior Outcomes 

It seeks to generate more participation of the salesmen and, therefore, better 

results through the competition between departments, for the development of 

skills.Through the following motivations: 

Intrinsic Motivation 

 Meaning 

 Mastery 

 

 

 

 

Extrinsic Motivations 

 Social Connections 

 State 

 Fame 

 Tangible Awards 

 Money

Game Model and Mechanics implemetation 

The proposal is to place the employees at the same level of communication 

that means that the 15 departments will pursue the same purpose that is to sell or 

achieve a number of sales. The participation of this can be rewarded or recognized 

through extrinsic and intrinsic motivations to induce the effort of the collaborators. 

As a means of support for this process, it is suggested to rely on the e-learning 

currently used by The Company in their training methods. Another way is to create 

a blackboard where employees can access without complications and where they 

can find the following: 
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Design principles: Competition 

Fig. 19 Specific Game Elements for The International Retail Company in 

Russia Region. 

Freedom 

• Different ways to achieve objectives, ie each department must choose the best 

strategies to achieve its goal, make decisions, solve problems and act creatively.  

Progress 

It will be assigned levels and categories to the teams, according to their performance, 

attitude habits and values applied to achieve the goal. This information will appear on 
the portal, to show the progress of the teams towards the achievement of the objectives. 

Visible Status 

• The evidence of skill acquisition and mastery of knowledge, through a team 

performance table, visible to all members of the departments through the portal. At a 
higher level or category, more points and badges will be provided,  at the end of the 
month will provide a benefit. 

Rewards 

• The team that obtains better categories, point or badges by the effective and efficient 

accomplishment in the attainment of its objectives, is credited to the following benefit: 

An economic bonus (this is given on a monthly basis) 

Goals and objectives 

• Achieve the sales goal established by the department, through competition among the 

fifteen different departments, for the development and application of knowledge and 
skills. 

• Departments that reach their goals, promote teamwork, apply the best strategies and 

show greater participation will receive an economic benefit on a monthly basis. 

Rules 

Achieve to the goal by department demonstrating attitudes of respect and honesty. 

The achievement of the goal must be with quality standards i.e. with a good customer 
service and all the requirements that sales require. Covering sales with these 
requirements will earn teams of points and badges to exchange at the end for the 
monthly economic benefit. 

Feedback 

• It gives feedback on the performance of departments by emphasizing best practices and 

opportunity areas, to achieve their objectives as a team. 

Cooperation and Competition,  

• Through the Blackboard or e-learning,  collaborators can suggest strategies for 

reaching their department goal. 

• Departments compete with each other to achieve their goals sooner or better, in order 
that they can get an economic benefit as a result of their good performance. 
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This method is not a substitute for traditional training methods, on the 

contrary, it relies on already applied elements such as e-learning to facilitate access 

to information for all collaborators. This method with gamification elements 

allows collaborator to develop skills such as teamwork, decision-making, problem 

solving and also is attractive so that the collaborators will be in a constant learning 

process, since in addition to applying the acquired by means of their training, they 

have the opportunity to observe the work of their colleagues in order for improving 

their own, through a healthy competition towards the achievement of a common 

goal that will allow the employee to feel motivated and committed in the 

organization. 

Fig.  20 Operational and Communicative Levels of Mana gement in The 

International Retail Company in Russia Region  

The gamification as a strategy to complement the currently included training 

programs in The Company. Gamification of personnel training as the way to 

bridge operational and communicable levels of management, creates a link to place 

of operational level with middle managers and managers, to share experiences, 

strategies, to promote the participation for the achievement of organizational goal, 

through the implementation of the gamification elements that promote the 

participation of collaborators and allows them to apply the knowledge generated 

through the combined methods currently occupied by The Company. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Currently the training methods used by The International Retail Company in 

Russia Regioncover the needs of employees. However, before the globalized 

market and the demands of its workforce that are mostly young people, The 

Company must develop a strategic approach that allows him to respond to these 

challenges as it changes the essence of the nature of the training making it a more 

attractive scenario for employees. 

It is emphasized that the inclusion of these elements of gamification as a 

strategy are not intended to replace traditional methods currently used, on the 

contrary, they aim to complement them to generate an added value. 

 

Developing strategies to create a competitive advantage will enable the 

overall achievement of the organizational goal. As a strategy, it creates a horizontal 

link between the operational level and the middle management, allowing the 

development of skills, attitudes, habits and values that allow the achievement of a 

common goal. Tthe motivated workforce that will give an edge over the 

competition (Kaushik,2013) 

The use of gamification creates attractive environments that motivate and 

generate the participation and collaboration of employees, retaining the best talent 

for the achievement of their organizational goals.
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Appendix CSurvey Proposal 

 

 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to know their perception regarding the impact of the training in the organization.

Their opinions will be very useful to have a better knowledge of those key aspects that are fundamental in the

achievement of organizational goals. Your answers are confidential, you do not need to write your name. The data

Obtained only will be used to generate knowledge and encourage continuous improvement.

General instructions
The questionnaire has two sections. In the first we need general statistical data and in the following section

You will find the questionnaire.

Mark with an "X" the answer that reflects your opinion. Answer freely and honestly by reflecting your answers.

It is very important that you respond to all the proposed reagents, otherwise it will not be able to process the information correctly.

1. Age: years

2. Gender: Male  

Female

3. Marital status: Single

Married

4. Area and department:

5. Current position:

6. Seniority in the organization

My overall satisfaction level at this time is: High Medium Low

I consider that today is: Bad Normal Good

Training impact questionnaire over time in the organization

7. Overall Satisfaction

FIRST SECTION: GENERAL DATA
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1. Very unsatisfied 1. Very unsatisfied 1. Very unsatisfied

2. Unsatisfied 2. Unsatisfied 2. Unsatisfied

3. Indifferent 3. Indifferent 3. Indifferent

4. Satisfied 4. Satisfied 4. Satisfied

5. Very satisfied 5. Very satisfied 5. Very satisfied

I Infrastructure NA NA NA

1 Size and cleanliness of learning spaces 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2 Condition and cleanliness of learning spaces 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

3 Comfort of furniture 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

I I Organization´s services NA NA NA

4 Internet access, email 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

5 Books and magazines delivery for labor development 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

6 Service advisory on computer issues 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

7 Computer equipment quality 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

INSTRUCTIONS: Each item describes different aspects of your experience in the Organization. In responding take into account the

PAST

PAST PRESENT FUTURE

PRESENT FUTURE

NA Does not apply or does not 

exist

NA Does not apply or does 

not exist

In the second column marks the option that indicates how satisfied you are about the training that is currently used to.

SECOND SECTION

PAST PRESENT FUTURE

In the first column mark the option indicating the level of satisfaction regarding to the training offered in the past in the organization.

Compliance with organizational aims, organizational enviroment, motivation, etc.

In the third column indicates how confident you feel that training will accomplish in the future every aspect that is evaluated

Check NA when the situation is raised do not apply, do not exist or do not correspond to your experience in the organization.

NA Does not apply or does 

not exist
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I I I Institutional organization NA NA NA

8 Timely information on training dates 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

9 Training Enrollment Processes 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

10 Training provides clarity in the roles and responsibilities from organizational members 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

11 Delivery Timely of feedback / employee recognition 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

IV Institutional enviroment NA NA NA

12 Training provides belonging sense to the institution 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

13 The training increases the social recognition of the institution 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

14 The training is related to the security conditions within the Organization. 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

15 The training has generated union among the members of the Organization 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

16 Training has fostered dialogue between Heads and Co-workers 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

17 Training positively affects the relationship with management 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

18 Training Uses Rewards to Improve Performance 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

19 Training improves participation in low-performing groups 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

20
Training is particularly appropriate for topics that are not attractive or where employee 

resistance is high
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

21 Training creates commitment levels to organizational achievement 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

22 Training enhances collaboration skills 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

PRESENT FUTURE

FUTURE

PAST

PAST PRESENT
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V Training-learning process NA NA NA

23 Learning methods used to in general by instructors 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

24 Difficulty level of the training 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

25 Instructors comunication into learning sessions 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

26 group interest on the training 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

27 Instructors attendance and punctuality 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

28 Participants attendance and punctuality 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

29 Application of received knowledge in the  work area 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

30 Learning methods applied 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

31 The training plan addresses the employees needs and their learning process 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

VI Professional Practice NA NA NA

32 Development of core job competences in the position 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

33 Practical activities that allow me to improve at work 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

34 Practical activities help me to form my professional identity 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

35 Practical activities allows me to get skills to apply into my work 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

36 Receive guidance and / or feedback in conducting internships 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

37 Training improves competitiveness and productivity 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

PRESENT FUTURE

PAST PRESENT

PAST

FUTURO
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VII Personal achievements NA NA NA

38 Training as a strategy to improve job position 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

39
Training allows the staff mastered better ways or techniques of work

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

40 The training allows staff to participate in projects in the area or organization 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

41 The training allows creativity development on the collaborators 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

42 Training as a intellectual development factor of employees 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

43 Training as a development factor of the employees observation capacity  and critical reflection 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

44 Training promotes long-term knowledge retention 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

45 Training promotes solving problem 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

46 Training promotes risk and decision-making 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

VII I Success training cases from collaborators through the training are recognized by NA NA NA

47 Organizational directors 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

48 HR members  1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

49 Partners from the area 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

50 Other collaborators from the organizationn 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

51 Collaborator´s Family 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

IX Training scopes NA NA NA

52 Training scope can be measured quantitatively 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

53 Training scope can be measured qualitatively 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

PAST PRESENT FUTURE

PAST PRESENT

PRESENT FUTURE

FUTURE

PAST


